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A tale of both evocativeness and enthusiasm is here presented. Winnie Williams, a Sophomore, appears for the first time in these pages. It may be the last time for a while, too, as is
revealed in the paragraphs below.

The Forgotten Way
by Frederick W. Williams,
Foreword
Sailing on board Irving Johnson's brigantine
Yankee fulfilled a life-long dream. I had
wanted to sail in square-rig since I was very
young, eagerly reading books in the Groton
School Library dealing with the technicalities
of the sailing ship. I cannot help marvelling
at the unique position in which I found myself
in being aboard the Yankee. What few boys
have the chance to sail in square-rig nowadays? How could they ever realize the thrill
of crewing the old windjammers? During the
many days in which we were under full sail, I
would glance up at our cloud of canvas and
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wonder how I could describe this beautiful sight
as it actually looked. I wanted my friends to
see what I had seen and experience what I had
experienced. This was impossible. Squarerig is a thing of the past, and except for the
few school-ships of today, there is no way that
one can appreciate or understand the square·
rigger. Even the Yank ee is considered "child's
play" by the old sailors in comparison to the
huge nitrate ships that fought their way around
Cape Horn in the late nineteenth century; but
at least I have obtained an inkling of squarerigged life, swung the same footropes, spliced
the same lines, and furled the same sails. The
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way of life which the square-riggers represent
remains alive in the Yank ee, a way of life otherwise forgotten. I have tried to capture the
remnants, in the spirit of a youthful Dana.
I.
Many people have asked me how I obtained
a berth on the Y ankee. I explained to them
that somehow or other I sneaked an interview
with Irving Johnson. That answer usually satisfies the inquisitor. But there is more to it.
When I was eight years old, I was sent to my
room by my father for some offense that I cannot remember. It was early and I did not want
to sleep. I do remember that there was a big
pile of National Geographic magazines stacked
in my closet, and I began looking at their pictures. I came across one of Irving Johnson's
articles about an earlier world cruise. The
article immediately interested me, and having
finished it I outrightly proclaimed to myself
that I was going around the world with him
aboard the Y ankee. The decision was not gradual, but definite and determined on my part.
No matter how childish and narrow-minded
this decision might seem, the fact was that this
particular desire haunted me constantly until
I finally got accepted for the Seventh World
Cruise twelve years later.
As an eighth grader at the Groton School in
Groton, Massachusetts, I wrote the "Skipper"
for the first time. I explained how much I
loved the sea and also my sailing experiences
in Nantucket Island during the summer. But
even though it was a letter of an over-sentimental twelve-year-old, it must have interested
them somewhat, for I received a reply containing information on the world cruises.
It was not until four years later that I wrote
them again. I was then sixteen and had begun
to do some constructive thinking. I knew very
well my desire to travel on the Y ankee might
be just an ambition common to youth. Yet
ever since that day when I first glanced over
the Geographic article, I had been convinced
of my decision. At this time the Yank ee had
just completed her fifth 'round-the-world voyage. The necessity of finishing boarding school
was made evident by my father and the possibility of applying for the Sixth World Cruise
was out of the question. With this in mind, I
wrote and told the Johnsons that if there was
to be a Seventh World Cruise I would be interested, that it was something I wanted to do
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more than anything else. The reply contained
more information with the promise that I
would be first on the list for the Seventh World
Cruise, if there was one. For the first time
there was a glimmer of hope that an ambition
was becoming a reality.
On May 1, 1955 I wrote the Skipper again.
The letter was short and to the point. I told
him that I was as interested as ever in the trip
and that there wasn't anything I'd rather do.
I asked him whether I might work for him during the summer, so that he could become more
acquainted with me and determine, from what
he saw, whether I was suited for the world
cruise. During the next week I waited anxiously for a letter, but instead I received a phone
call. I was so taken aback that I could not say
much over the phone except I could positively
drive up to Longmeadow that afternoon and
see him. Excitement was not the word. All
morning I kept asking my roommate what he
thought I should wear for the interview. Together we considered everything- the right
coat, the correct tie, the dark grey pants instead
of the light ones. I remember not shining my
shoes well, for I did not want an appearance
that was too neat.
Nervous was not the word either. All the
way to Longmeadow I kept repeating, "be yourself." I figured that if the interview was a
failure because of the fact that I acted naturally, the world cruise would not be the right
decision for me.
The Skipper and Exy talked with me for an
hour. We discussed everything, the Y ankee
not necessarily the main topic. Eventually he
asked me why I wanted to sail with him. I
told him that I had always wanted to sail in
square-rig ; because I had a great interest in
people, I could use the Yank ee's ports to become familiar with different types of tribes and
foreigners ; and the voyage would benefit a general and sort of practical education. The Skipper said that he was interested in people who
could get along with twenty-two others for
eighteen months. Sailing experience was not
considered except in the case of the mate positions. He finished the interview by saying that
I was the type he was interested in, and he
would give me a ninety percent chance to sail
with him for the whole summer. I did not
ask him about the world cruise. Since he really
didn't know me, it seemed like a silly idea. I
was, without doubt, the happiest fellow in Con-
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necticut. Within a week, the whole freshman
class knew about my progress.
The Skipper said that he would write me
"real snappy-like" and tell me his definite plans.
I went home the next weekend and told my
family everything, and I was somewhat surprised that mother was all for the idea and
had warmed considerably to the plans for a
world cruise. She had been doubtful before
whether I'd ever go back to college after the
trip, but she seemed to have convinced herself that the cruise would do me a world of
good. My father had always been for it.
I received a final letter from Skipper telling
me they were ready to sail for the summer and
that they were looking forward to seeing me.
June 4th found me aboard the Yankee as one
of her crew from then until September 11.
II.
Naturally most people judge a boat's beauty
when she is in the water. As an owner looks
at his boat from a distance, he admires the
graceful sheer of her bow, the smooth lines of
her counter and the slight curve of her waterline. But to me, the beauty of a ship's hull
cannot be appreciated to the fullest extent until
she is on the ways. There, one can see the
complete hull, and the perfection which the
designer tried to obtain in order to meet the
demands of the sea. Also it is the time when a
ship is fitting-out, her hull being painted, new
rigging reeved, and a million other essentials
are necessary to condition her for a long voyage.
It was in this state in which I first saw the Yankee on June 4th. Her clipper bow curved evenly down to the waterline, and the height at
which the cradles supported her accentuated
her 96 foot length.
Rocky Neck, Gloucester, was not very appealing that day. The scent of fish was strong,
dominating the air with its pungent, heavy
smell and the sky was overcast, making the temperature cool and dank. To me, however,
Rocky Neck was the most beautiful place in the
world as I walked, suitcase in hand, to the
foot of a long ladder that led up to the Yankee
deck. My heart seemed to invade my throat as
I climbed the ladder. I had wanted to sail on
the Yankee ever since I was eight-for twelve
years I had dreamed and hoped, read and reread, wished and prayed; yet here I was, climbing that ladder to her decks, decks that I would

be able to stroll at my own free will, not having
to ask anyone's permission or enviously looking
upon them as an outsider. I jumped over the
side onto the deck, was greeted by the Skipper
and sent below to get my things in order. Thus
started a three-month stay on the Yankee and
a cruise that would take me up and down the
New England coast with a trip up to Nova
Scotia and Maine.
The first two weeks on board consisted of
meeting the crew and getting the Yankee shipshape for the summer. Ed Crosby was the only
other world cruise candidate besides myself.
He was of average height, a little underweight,
but solidly built. His dark blond hair was cut
short and he possessed a rich Cape Cod accent.
His father owned a boat yard in Osterville and
Ed had worked there off and on all his life.
He knew a great deal about boats and was
useful while we were fitting out. Ed was a
pleasing fellow and a real sailor in that he
could undertake practically any job that faced
him, a virtual jack-of-all-trades. John Blanchard, our first mate who sailed on the Yankee
during the Fifth World Cruise, had a freckled
baby face and an infectious smile. You could
not feel depressed with John around, for his
distinct New Hampshire accent and that glowing face would either make you smile or put
you in fits of laughter. Ken Viard was twentyeight, five years older than John, and eight
years older than Ed and myself. His seniority
showed in his cooking. It was wonderful. I
have never eaten food like Ken's. He had had
plenty of experience working in the Yankee's
galley, being the cook for the last world cruise.
He and I became close friends. Vic Nelson is
to be the cook on the next trip and I admired
him in his role of mess boy, and his skill in
shuffling plates around without dropping them
during rough weather. Robert, the Skipper's
son, was sixteen and made a good second mate.
He was efficient and fast, having lived aboard
practically all his life, and when the going got
rough, he turned out to be an invaluable hand.
We all got along well together, never quarreled, and always worked as a team. The Skipper was pleasant with the crew because he could
depend on us to get things done fast.
There was much work to be done in two
weeks. We painted, sandpapered, spliced new
ratlines, bent sails, varnished, reeved in new
and old halyards and sheets, and did countless
other jobs with enthusiasm. I was assigned to
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my first job the second day aboard. The Skipper
glanced aloft and said, "I guess those yards
need a go of it."
"O.K., Skipper," Ed and I said in unison, and
dashed down to fetch some sandpaper. We
knew what he wanted. The day promised fair
weather and it could not have been a better
time for varnishing. We had never been aloft.
Cautiously we climbed the rigging, wondering
at each step whether we would break one of the
ratlines and plummet to the deck below. At
each step we looked down, a bit scared, but reluctant to tell the other. By the time I had
reached the foretop yard, a pit in my stomach
was becoming quite large. There, eighty feet
below me stretched the deck, small indeed.
And still farther was the hard ground, for we
were on the ways. I watched the men employed at the boatyard work beneath me. They
were dots, scurrying about, glumly hammering
nails, slowly pushing wheelbarrows, occasionally
looking up at us. I wished I were one of them.
"How are you doing, Ed?"
"O.K." We started sanding the yard. Ed
worked one side, I the other. We moved out
on the footropes, calculating each move as
though our life depended on it. I braced my
feet, leaned over the yard, and started sanding
the under-side. The nearer I moved to the
end of the yard, the closer the footrope came to
the spar, forcing me to depend more and more
on my balance. I cast a quick glance over at
Ed who was relatively in the same position as I
and experiencing the same troubles. He looked
frightened and I must have too for we both
started laughing nervously at each other. After
two hours we had gained some semblance of
confidence and began to enjoy the magnificent
view our position commanded. All around
us lay Gloucester, her factories bellowing rich,
dark smoke which climbed lazily upwards, and
her harbour of a deep blue color, curving majestically out to sea. I thrilled at this sight
and wondered what it would be like with sails
pulling beneath me.
A week before sailing day, the food arrived
consisting of S. S. Pierce canned goods. We
carried what seemed like a hundred boxes to
the pier, loaded them on deck, and then stowed
the cans individually underneath the main cabin
benches. On June 17th at six in the evening,
we cast off our mooring lines. I was in high
spirits and glad to leave Gloucester for I had
waited impatiently to sail.
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III.
The next time we left Gloucester was August 17th, bound for Nova Scotia and Maine,
after cruising the New England coast with different groups of Girl Scout Mariners. As far
as technical sailing knowledge was concerned, I
was a different person. I had become a sailor.
I had increased my repertoire of knots considerably, could splice, whip and serve, and with
some efficiency use the palm and needle for
sewing. Going aloft in any kind of weather
had become routine, and furling a wildly flapping squares'! which tried to knock me off the
yard was just another job. I had become fairly
familiar with the diesel engines and the two
generators. I learned to box the compass (an
art that surprisingly few people can do today
because they use degrees instead of points), to
navigate moderately, and to take the responsibility of the watches. The fifty-two lines on board
were second nature to me. I could find any
one of them in the darkest of nights. There
were many other benefits resulting from my two
months of apprenticeship, but perhaps the most
important qualification I obtained was the
sailor's instinct. By that I mean the ability to
be at the right place at the right time.
Having not kept any sort of diary, I find it
impossible to write of every day during the
summer. Despite my lack of memory, however, I do remember certain incidents. In telling these, I can give the reader a fair glimpse
of my life aboard. One such occasion gives a
very clear picture of how we left our ports,
day after day.
Early in August showed Block Island entertaining the New York Yacht Club. Great
Salt Pond was literally saturated with masts,
spars and different colored hulls. I remember
that in the evening John, Ed and myself put
the boat over and cruised throughout the harbour looking at what seemed like thousands of
yachts swinging at their anchors. Commodores
donned in official black blazers and gleaming
white trousers sipped at their martinis, looking
critically at the boats around them. Proud
owners wearing trim yachting caps examined
the rigging of their respective boats, and talked
over the previous day's race with their competitors. Intoxicated .yachtsmen tried vainly to
maneuver landings alongside boats with their
sailing dinghies. But the Yankee's spars towered over all the other hundreds and her yards
spread out against the blue sky like eagles'
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wings. She was undoubtedly the queen of the
fleet, and few · people would disagree. A real
square-rigged sailing ship representing one of
man's greatest engineering feats, was outnumbered by the many modern yachts-sleek, fast,
but mechanical and luxurious.
The next morning, chow was served at seventhirty as usual, but there was some extra excitement, for we kn~w that we were weighing anchor any time and that there were thousands of
critical, admiring, and wondering eyes upon us
that morning. · If you are in the middle of Yankee Stadium with · twenty thousand wat(:hing,
you try to achieve perfection in order to show
others your capabilities. The crew felt exactly
the same way.. We would show the New York
Yacht Club a thing or two. We would show
them how to sail, and how a ship should be run.
Getting under weigh at anchor without power
is fast becoming a lost art, for today's yachtsmen are just too lazy. We would show them
how to do that 'too. Ed and I rushed through
chow and went topside. The sky was a picture
of uninterrupted blue and the wind was Southerly, presenting a fair breeze out the harbour.
"I guess we'll be pulling out pretty soon,"
Ed said drawing out a cigarette from an old,
battered pack. ·
"You can. bet we will really be jumping in
the next half hour, too," I remarked. That
proved to · be an understatement. The Skipper
came on deck, ·looked around for a few minutes, and asked, "Shall we give them a show,
boys?" Before he had even issued the order,
we were at the anchor winch ready tQ pull.
"Heave weigh!" We pulled like horses and
the chain came rattling through the hawse hole.
In two minutes the anchor chain was up and
down in the water. "Uh-Winnie, stops off
foretops'!." I left my position at the anchor
winch, jumped into the rigging, and ran up the
ratlines. From the foretops'! yard I could see
Ed and John still working at the anchor. After
I had taken the gaskets off, I slid down the
backstay just as John yelled,
"Anchor's home, Skipper!"
"Brace the. yards, starboard side forward,"
shouted Irving Johnson. The yards braced
and the foretops' I sheets pulled home. With the
latter sail aback, the Yankee's bow eased away
from the wind as I stood on deck, huffing and
puffing, waiting for the next order. "Set mainstays'! and forestays'l-Ed, help those girls roll
out the forestays'l. Quickly, now!" The
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stays'ls were brought out on deck, and three
girls pulled on each halyard. The sails climbed
slowly up their stays.
"Come on girls, faster! Pull together now
-that's it, watch your sail now, watch your
sail." In a moment the halyards were being
heaved up tight, or "sweated up. " I could
hear John's confident voice behind me.
"Ha-heee, ha-heee! O.K., hold it,"pause--"all fast." The stays'ls were set and
the sheets pulled home. We worked fast. The
Yanke e was beginning to make way.
· "Sc;t inner and outer jibs!" These were
quickly set in the same manner. Then all
hands were called aft and with "heave way peak
and throat," ten pairs of hands on each halyard
pulled in unison. The big mains'l was set, and
the Yankee heeled slightly to the Southerly
breeze. The fisherman stays'l next-Pull, pull,
now-harder, even if your hands do feel like
dropping off and you are panting like an excited dog. "Free that sheet, please. Let's go
to town here!" yelled the Skipper. The fisherman was set, but very slack, flapping around
like a crazy lunatic. "On that sheet-fast
there! " Four of us piled to leeward and hauled
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at the fisherman which quieted down as the
wind filled her. Like frisky horses on a cold
winter's day, our sails strained at their lines,
impatient at the present rate of speed, dissatisfied with their unspent energy.
We found ourselves idle for the first time
since we had started. The Yankee was majestically running past the New York Yacht Club
fleet, and owners, skippers and crews alike had
come up on deck in the midst of breakfast to
watch us, with steaming cups of coffee in their
hands, gaping mouths, staring at us as we silently slid by. Some waved while most just stood
very still, as if not to break the spell. "Stops
off t'gallant," said the Skipper.
"Stops off t'gallant," Ed and I repeated as
we ran aloft towards the topmost yard. The
gaskets were unbent, buntlines over-hauled the
yard heaved up, and the topgallant sail filled
out and drew like a kite. I have never been
able to get over the breath-taking sight one
sees aloft. I cannot think of or imagine any
place I'd rather be. When we have eleven sails
piled on her (the Yankee is capable of setting
thirteen), wherever one looks, bellowing canvas spreads its indescribable beauty, beneath
you, above you, on every side of you. Only
parts of the deck are visible, but the whole horizo? stretches out before you and miles upon
mtles of blue water, ruffied by the wind, can be
seen. When aloft, I was out of shouting distance of the mate or Skipper. It was peaceful
and quiet, the only sounds being the wind in
the rigging and the distant roar of our wake.
On the deck of any ship, one senses that the
boat is just moving, but from aloft, amongst the
maze of all those sails, I experienced the unusual and wonderful sensation that the wind was
actually pushing the ship through the water.
We must have made a spectacular sight that
morning, with the sun shining on our sails which
glistened in transparent whiteness, a whiteness
that always made me recall those lines in the
Bible:-"in raiment white and glistening." I
think it was an old English writer who once
said that the three most beautiful sights in the
world were, a pretty girl dancing gracefully,
a galloping horse, and a full-rigged ship under
sail.

IV.
A few days after we had left Block Island,
an incident occurred that I feel should be described. In relation with this particular oc-
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currence I would like to digress a little and
discuss the sailing-ship and her nucleus-the
sailor himself. It is apparent that when the
newly invented steamer competed with squarerig during the turn of the century, a common
resentment arose amongst the windjammer
sailors. The steamer was purely m~chanical,
using the ingenuity of man's inventions instead
of nature's winds, and the hot, musty boiler
rooms and bare masts held no. attraction for
them. As time went on, the steamers were
improved upon, and whereas the sailing-ships
had to go thousands of miles out of their way
to catch the fair trade winds, the former had
only to plot a straight course from one port to
another, without regard of the prevailing
winds. Because of this ability to head wherever
she wanted, the painstaking job of relying on
the winds removed, enabled the steamer to
make better passages than the square-rigger.
The latter found it increasingly more difficult
to acquire cargoes, and it was only the fact that
she was more economical that she lasted as
long as she did in the commercial ranks. Fuel
was expensive, but the trade winds were free.
Her sailors remained in sail because they had
known no other life. In the early part of this
century the square-rigger stubbornly hung on,
and there were moments when the era she represented was glorified. During such moments,
her sailors felt a touch of superiority. Unfortunately this feeling was just plain rationalization, a vain effort to believe that their era was
not becoming a thing of the past. The best example of this superiority is the fact that, in a
number of cases, sailing-ships had been known
to overtake a steamer during exceptional conditions. Imagine the reaction of the sailor! He
must have felt self-complacent as he proudly
watched his wind-driven ship overhaul and pass
its enemy which had run her type out of business. At that moment, the square-rigger
fought back, as if to overcome its adversary
once and for all in the face of inevitable death.
And so it was with us that, on a crystal, clear
day, sailing out of Newport, we repeated this
epic happening. A brisk northwest wind blew
from our quarter, whipping up Narragansett
Bay with increasing force. The Yankee was
showing all her canvas, gathering speed as she
headed out to sea. The big topgallant squaresail was still in its stops and Robert, Ed and
myself waited expectantly under the forerigging
for the Skipper's order. The sweet smell of
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breakfast leaked out of the galley hatch to our
nostrils, reminding us that we had not yet eaten.
It was while we were rounding one of the channel markers and heading for another, that we
noticed the L.S.D. She was a cumbersome
looking naval ship four times our size, slowly
making h,er way out the channel ahead of us.
I was not particularly excited for I had seen
them before and considered their appearance as
dreary and ugly. But when I realized we were
catching up to her, our engines silent and our
sails working harder and harder with the increasing wind, I felt a distinct lump in my throat
and eagerly looked up at the topgallant which
was neatly furled on its yard. The Yankee was
racing through the water, her bow pushing the
seas aside in a great white turmoil, sounding
like a waterfall after a heavy Spring rain. We
overhauled the L.S.D., slowly and deliberately
until her massive hulk blotted out the sun. Skipper came forward with a confident smile on his
face and announced, "Well, I guess we can take
stops off t'gallant." I never ran up the rigging
so fast, sometimes taking two ratlines at a time.
Ed was right at my heels. As we were working
on the yard, the Yankee had come up alongside
the L.S.D. and was beginning to pass her.
We were extremely close and from my lofty
position, it looked as though our yards overlapped the land-craft's decks. I cannot remember when I have become more excited. I was
frantic with emotion, laughing, yelling, and
making gestures at the sailors who were so close
by. Her officers all gathered on the bridge,
their shiny epaulets reflecting in the sun and
their white faces showing disbelief. Seamen
on the foredeck stopped their work and flocked
to the rail - a mass of rolled up shirt sleeves
and slanting hats.
"Get a horse!" I shouted at the top of my
lungs. Admiral Nimitz might have been on
that bridge for all I know, but I did not care.
We were all too happy.
"What kind of power ya' got," Ed yelled
kiddingly.
An old hand forward said, "Oh, enough to
be pushing this bucket at ten knots." We exchanged more comments, waved at them to
catch up, and yelled some more at the officers on
the bridge. The Skipper called us from on
deck, but I never heard what he said. Later he
told me he was afraid I was going to fall from
the yard.
We left the L.S.D. in our wake, and the

Navy must have felt a little embarrassed during
the incident, what with all our continual yelling and kidding about our superior speed. Of
course the big landing craft could have sailed
circles around us if she had wanted. We knew
that, but did not care. All we cared was that
our sailing ship had passed her and the rest did
not matter. There were few witnesses at the
time, except for the occupants of a small commercial fishing boat. The four old, gruff seadogs waved frantically at us, threw their hats
into the air and tossed fish overboard in unrestrained glee. They must have been in
square-rig during their younger days, for who
would present such tribute if one had not understood what had really happened and appreciate the sight of the Yank ee's sails as they
pulled together in perfect order and symmetry?
V.
There were many jobs on board which I
undertook with enthusiasm. Perhaps my favorite was heaving the lead, because it was
exhilarating and possessed some semblance of
a challenge. The lead-line is rarely used now.
The lead itself is attached to a long coil of
clothes-line fifty to sixty feet long. One stations himself forward and with the coil in
one hand and the lead in the other, tosses the
latter into the water as far ahead of the ship
as he is able. The lead sinks towards the bottom and slack is pulled in until the line is up
and down with the lead at the bottom. He
then observes the marking on the line where it
entered the water and calls out his sounding.
The soundings are marked in fathoms by means
of different colored pieces of cloth seized to
the line.
I remember one particular day in Nova Scotia. We were cruising along Mahone Bay which
is located a little south of Halifax, headed for
Deep Cove, a long, narrow inlet boardered by
tall evergreen trees. The Y ankee slowly made
her way into the mouth of the cove, her engines slow · ahead. "Let's get the lead," the
Skipper said in a tone that convinced us of his
urgency. Soon we were forward and started
soundings. High hills and thickly wooded forests closed in around us. Only the entrance of
the cove was charted and even that had not
helped us much. We did not know what to
expect. Hearing that there was deep water and
that a ship of considerable depth could sail
right to the end, we had investigated.
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"And a quarter threeee !" Eighteen feet under us, seven feet of water beneath our keel.
Splash. "And a quarter less threeee !" We
were literally creeping, the engines in neutral,
the crew anxiously looking over the side.
Splash. "And a half two!" It began raining,
so I rushed down to the forepeak to fetch my
sou'wester and slicker. A few moments later
the port sounding was reported. "And a quarter two!" Only a few feet under the keel.
The Yankee's engines churned in reverse as she
quietly slid further into the cove, slowing as
she went. "By the mark twain, Skipper!" The
instant John had announced the sounding, 96
feet of steel and 200 tons gross weight met
solid rock. There was a shock, two bounces,
and then silence.
"All hands aft to sally ship!" When every
one had assembled, we shifted from one side to
the other simultaneously, causing the Yankee
to rock back and forth slightly. With the engines full astern and the crew sallying ship, she
gradually slid back into deeper water with an
imperceptible motion. We were off and I
heaved a sigh of relief as the Skipper backed
her down away from the shoal. We nosed into
the channel again, this time keeping well to
port of the ledge. In five minutes we were
safely through the opening and coasted silently up Deep Cove into its lovely interior.
Of course we did not sail all the time. Occasionally the Yankee would find herself anchored in a quiet cove, or tied alongside a pier
of a bustling town. At night the four of us
used to spend our time either working on projects such as ditty bags, belts and turksheads, or
reading one of the thousand books which lined
the main cabin shelves. We also spent hours
exploring different ports, especially when we
visited Nova Scotia and Maine. But most usually, we would talk in the forepeak. Ken
would play his guitar, and together we would
sing and tell yarns. As a matter of fact, the
forepeak became a virtual melting-pot of ideas,
ambitions, and just plain tall tales. Ken had
been the cook on the previous world cruise, and
John a hand on the fifth. Between the two of
them, including Robert, the Skipper's son, tales
of the South Pacific and other far-away places
occurred nightly. Pitcairn's Island, Tahiti,
Singapore, New Guinea, Cape Town-all these
were "household" words, anxiously listened to
by Ed and myself.
Keep a sailor idle for any length of time,
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and he is apt to get in trouble. One balmy
summer afternoon in Newport, Ed and myself
decided to investigate the town to see what
movies were playing. Having roamed the
streets for perhaps an hour, we both agreed on
a particular one that we would like to see that
evening. As we headed back, there were many
people crowding the streets, and we found ourselves dodging back and forth towards the lane
that led to the pier. As we crossed a street,
a policeman on the opposite side had taken an
obvious interest in my direction, finally darting
across the road towards me. I looked over my
shoulder to see if there was a thief running off
with his loot behind me. Before I had time to
turn around again, I felt a cold hand clamp
down on my arm and whirl me around like a
top. In front of me stood the big policeman,
his face alert, his expression ruthless. The
following conversation ensued:
"Whadda you doing with that knife?"
"W-w-what ?"
·
"Whadda you doin' with that knife on your
belt?"
.
"I-I use it." Ed tried vainly to smother a
laugh.
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"You know you're not s'posed to have a
knife blade over three inches long."
"Well, sir, I d-didn't realize I even had it
on."
"Where are ·ya from?"
"New Jersey. I'm off a ship."
"What ship?"
"The Yankee."
"What ya' use the knife for?"
"Well, sir, we use them for most anything .
-splicing, cutting line-you know. We g-get
so used to wearing them, that I forgot to take
it off."
"Ya' ought to know the law around here.
It says nobody' s allowed to carry a blade like
that around! C'mon, down to the station.
You too." He pointed towards Ed. During
this amiable conversation, many spectators had
stopped on their way, curious as to how a young
man like myself had gotten in so much trouble.
They shook their heads gravely and clucked
their tongues. I was taken away, my face turning as many different shades as the Northern
Lights in late Fall.
Fortunately, the sergeant at the police station
was more understanding. I feared that Skipper would be forced to bail me out, and several unnecessary worries provoked a painful
throb within my stomach. After I had told
him my plight, he slowly smiled and said, "You
look like an honest fellow. Put this knife in
your pocket and keep it there until you reach
the ship. The next time we catch you wearing
a knife like that, you'll see the morning judge."
I walked back to the ship, a little bewildered by
my seeming criminality.

VI.
A few weeks after my "arrest" in Newport, the Yankee was headed for Lunenburg,.
Nova Scotia. We were four days out of)
Gloucester, hindered by head-winds and fog. I
was on night watch and have never seen fog so
thick. It came in great waves of moisture that
left my foul-weather gear dripping as if it were
raining, and the next morning conditions were
the same. When one has been in weather such
as that almost four days, he cannot help but
feel down-hearted, and is smitten with attacks
of claustrophobia. If only I could see something. If only the weather would lift just a
little. On the other hand, we had heard reports of being near Lunenburg, a realization
helping our spirits somewhat. Towards the
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middle of the next morning a wonderful thing
happened. The fog suddenly lifted and the
sun shone bright. and clear over our heads giving us warmth and smiles. As if God had
snapped his fingers for a change of scene, there
was Nova Scotia, its shores stretching out to
touch us, gleaming in bright shades with an
emerald background. On our port bow rose
high cliffs with surf pounding its drenching
spray over their rocks, atop of which virgin pine
forests stretched out miles in a grey-green mass.
To starboard we saw the low country, its brilliant green landscape rolling over hills and
down valleys, only to be interrupted by cultivated fields in rich, dark soil. Not a soul
could be seen, and the country presented an
unspoiled look, a sensation sharply felt by us
who were accustomed to high-speeding automobiles, rushing crowds, and commercialized
communities. Ken was beside me. "It's
God's country," he murmured.
A foreign port holds the onlookers interest
with an intangible force. I peered at Lunenburg for the first time as the town came into
view ahead. Uncontrolled curiosity swelled
within me. As the Y ankee slid closer to the
town pier, we were able to see more of Lunenburg's buildings. They were strange compared
to ours-older, more genuine-looking, less artificial, and dressed in bright, gay colors. No
fuming smoke crept out of awkward stacks, no
impatient honks of bus or delivery trucks, no
tense activity. The town looked deserted and
not a man could be seen. My curiosity increased. Where was everyone? But an ironic
relief permeated my worries as I saw two men
standing on one of the many piers that bordered
the waterfront. At least someone lived there!
Our ship slowly approached the dock, and we
cast our lines to the men who were inquisitively
staring at us.
Being engrossed in putting the ship in order,
I had not noticed a group of forty to fifty fishermen that had appeared from nowhere, lining
the edge of the pier in solid mass. When, at
last, I did have a moment to spare, I studied
this group with interest. They looked very
rugged with sea boots doubled over their denim
trousers, and with their tattered jackets showing
through at the elbows. Most were unshaven,
a few smoked pipes, and others appeared quite
old, their wrinkled hands and arms suggesting
decades of hard living. They were, by profession , Newfoundland dory fishermen waiting
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to depart on the big schooner which lay across
the way. I could see that many of them qad
sailed in square-rig years before from their
significant glances towards our rigging. I felt
strangely in oneness with them, for my clothes
resembled theirs and my knife hung typically
from the belt. I instinctively tried to appear
familiar with my surroundings.
Up to this time the fishermen had been content to stare, mostly at our girls. A young
handsome Newfoundlander spoke. "What are
the pretty girls for?" They all laughed to·
gether.
"Well - they take their turn along with
everyone else. They make a good crew."

my heart to them. They lead a hard, long life,
never getting thanks or receiving compliments
from anyone. While they stood there on the
dock their fifty different faces told as many
tales.
VII.
And so, day after day, as the summer moved
imperceptibly by, we sailed into different ports,
meeting a wide variety of people, confronted
with unforgettable happenings which we were
entirely unaccustomed to and which lingered in
our minds that much longer because of their
unusualness. I had never before known what
work was until I shipped out on the Yankee.
I loved what I was doing and the endless jobs

Skipper grinned as more laughter arose from
the crowd.
"Use sail aplenty?"
"What's her rig, Cap?"
"Your boys go out on those yards?"
"Use ta' sail in those ships back aways during the twenties. Haven't seen a square-rigger
in here in many a year. What's she, steel?"
These questions and numerous others were
fired at us. Having not been cleared by the
authorities, we were detained on the ship, and I
was sorry not to have the opportunity to speak
with those dorymen individually. I had given .

we tackled each day created a healthy state of
mind as well as body.
Being somewhat of an introvert, solitude is
a necessary phase of my character. One might
think I would not have the chance for such an
inconvenient need of my personality aboard a
ship with twenty other souls living in confined
quarters. Yet, such was not the case. I found
my privacy during the evenings in port while
the others had long since gone to bed, strolling
up and down the deck at random, feeling quite
alone. But, perhaps, the greatest solitude I
experienced was during the night watches at
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sea, when the bright moon's light was reflected
on our ghostly white sails, and the only noises
being the consistent swirl of our bowwake and
the occasional stirring of a slack buntline hitting against the mast, or the distant groan of
the main gaff, which seemed to complain of its
heavy burden. The only hands on deck would
be four in number, everyone else below in forgetful sleep. Only our running-lights revealed
our presence and a lovely peace permeated
every nook and corner of the ship. The moon
illuminated the water and sometimes made it
sparkle in yellow and white images, nondescript
and shapeless. It was during nights like this,
when all was well on deck and I became idle,
that I fell into contemplation. I usually looked
back on the previous days, recollecting the
things we had done and pondering the good I
had gotten out of them. I had learned many
things about seamanship, yet I also learned of
myself. I always have had a lack of self-confidence which, I realized, was slowly being
cured by the daily responsibilities which I had
to undertake. My melancholy had completely
disappeared, except at times when I made
frightful mistakes that should not have been
made, and remained, on the most part, consistently happy with my lot, now and then
pinching myself thinking it was all a dream.
I often thought of the men who had sailed in
square-rig before me, wondering if they had
received the same joy in sail as I.
There were unpleasant times aboard the Y ankee, too. To be awakened before sunrise and
told your watch was on, did not often encourage my spirits, especially when the rain was
coming down in cold sheets, and the wind
howled through the rigging. It was not pleas-

ant to go aloft in this kind of weather either,
because the rain made the yards slippery and
the sail heavy. Your movements were hindered
by weighty foul-weather gear, the rain driving
in your face until you could not see. But since
I have been ashore, becoming once again accustomed to routine daily life, these are not the
things I remember. Instead, I remember the
vivid sunsets at sea, the fair winds that drove
the Yankee through the water so fast that Skipper used to say it was like balancing her on the
head of a pin as you steered. Whenever a fair
wind greeted us, our morale was high, and
when we found ourselves in the teeth of it, we
became despondent. Above all, the sight of
her full dress of sails-like wings of angels,
silently going about their work-lingers in my
memory, and I long to see them once more.
And so it will be. One night in the middle
of this September, the Skipper informed me
that I had been accepted for the world voyage.
I realize I have been offered a rare experience
-a once in a lifetime. In eighteen months
the Yankee will sail from Gloucester, through
the Panama Canal, across the South Pacificvisiting innumerable islands on her way- up
to Singapore and Bali, across the Indian Ocean
to Zanzibar and Capetown, up the South Atlantic to the British West Indies, and finally
to Gloucester again. I have presented a very
sketchy itinerary, there being hundreds of ports
we sail to. I cannot overemphasize the value
which, I believe, the voyage has in store for
me. When I left the Yankee in City Island at
the end of the summer, it was not with regret,
for I had a year and a half before me to climb
in her lofty rigging and live in a wonderful forgotten way.

Sermon
Dick Solmssen
See that great live oak over there?
It's been there a long time.
See that little brown bird in its branches?
He's nested there thousands of years.
Never mind about Brooklyn Ferry, or
that Winter's arriving;
The world's getting hotter,
and I think
men will soon burst.

Chester Ringheiser, unfortunately, is now an alumnus of- the college, and therefore an
ex-member of the REVIEW board of editors.

Two Poems
by Chester Ringheiser, '56
I.

ORSA
A name was all they had when Hector died.
Troy smoking and screaming, lifted the glass
To a dying face that had already died.
For memory was most important then;
To Andromaque who wept, to Paris who was
Dead, opening thoughts like books, when
Menelaus,
Leaning on his spear, looked like a victor,
And then tore the temple down. Helen
Sitting, dressed in white, alone, watched for
The door to open into certainty.
But these like other things are gone-Are words, sounds, gulped by the way, wondered at,
Forgot. The book leaves a shadow in the eye,
And
Words lying half uttered in the dying throat,
Like all events pass and are still, rigid in what
Might have been, something not quite is.
A .flower is left on the table, a book beside a
Bed, and life sharply on feet of steel skips
Across the table cloth to sit among the bric-abrac and laugh.
Again is something precisely out of possibility,
And we must smile or die.

Thus am I cut from the usual moment, your
Name, the sound of your voice·, the snow and
our
Footprints and the sun which destroyed them.
Never,
Summons inaccurate memory, mixes fancy with
desire.
What might have been is only possibility
Which we do not understand.
Thus, and only thus I know that love was fierce,
Cut with knives and bathed in smoke-And like Paris, waited to be brave,
Waited to die.
II
HER MIND
Perception and deception, twin colors in the
turning
Wheel , brilliancy understood in stillness only,
when
The wheel is quiet. You watched it turning,
and when
I stopped the wheel, we heard it. The snow
bird
Trickled melting songs, and the notes came and
came.
Synthesis proved nothing but humanity and analysis
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Our loss, and the notes came and came.
Will you sing now Orsa, with the voice I
Never heard? the voice hidden by words, the
musiC
Kept crouching in the cave where no sound is,
but
Only stiff heavy forms which no eyes see, no
hand
Can touch, where only breath moves, but moves
not
With breathing but with life. For there were
errors
We could not erase, like breath and youth But sing
Now, it is meaningless. Sing as bird unfeathered, sweetly,
Who does not know singing, but knows there
is song
Because she is bird.
"Light catches my eye, and twists it redly, bluely
And the singing beats my little heart to voices
which
I do not understand, I do not trust, for they are
sounds
I have forgotten since I knew I must grow old,
growe
.
Calm, not be hurt with surprise, frightened of
shadows
And of failure, and love which is not love and
hate
Which is not hate. Because I am beautiful and
pray
To the Lady, and long for the quiet and the
sweeping waves.

"But there--there, there is song. The waves,
the sand
Beaten into strips of wet, the cross, the Holy
Mother
And the night warm with candle stars and the
world
Holy with silence, but for the waves and the
night
Birds and the ebb and suck.
"But you would not believe, not listen and the
Saints and the waves left me in the night and
I was alone with the candle stars which I could
Not touch with a match, or burn on my altar.
"But I will sing I loved you but not loved you
Knew you but did not know you, heard the wind
Blowing through the bones of youth and wept
because
I could not sing at dawn, in morning.
It was only the waves which you would not believe,
Only the little things that tapped out something
Happy on the eye when it was morning and the
Sun had touched the music of the night.
But there are other things, dark, full of
Sorrow wading in the stream, I called you
When you walked, called you to listen to the
Mellow rhythm of an oar I had long forgot,
And which would not bear loneliness in the
Bottom of the boat. My heart could go to you,
Could love you, but I must respond, because
You would not listen, and the dark things
Refuse loneliness and the words came and
came. "
But silence now, the wheel turns,
The wheel turns, the wheel turns.

UNION BOOKSTORE and BROWSE SHOP
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Raymond Loven, a freshman, is our first contributor from this class. His maiden offering
is a good piece of mood painting and we hope, indicative of other talent in the class of ' 59.
John Hall is a neophyte to the REVIEW. He is a sophomore.

Of Progress

Skin Diver's Nocturne

By John Hall, '57

By Raymond Loven, '59

Thucydides, what would you say
To man?
Would you relay to man today
The endless bray, the vicious fray,
Our Athenian-Spartan play,
Again?

Lonely lies the beach at night;
The first fire-shafts of dawn bring life,
But Stillness reigns from sunset,
When darkening dusk envelops noise and strife.

Herodotus, what's your reply
To man?
Would you assume the ageless cry
For those who live, of those who die
When Persians come, and fight, and fly,
Again?
And Xenephon, what would you show
To man?
Would you meander to and fro
'Twixt fighting friend and fearful foe,
When brothers against brothers go,
Again?
And what of you? What will you tell
Toman?
Will you withdraw? Will you rebel?
Or will the tide of hope impel
Compunction, to record its swell,
Again?

Earth's moon hangs low o'er quiet, restless
water;
Freshening night-breeze wafts in from off the
ocean;
Foaming white-caps bubble and crest, rearing
into waves
That curl, spill, swish and ebb in slow, soft
motion.
Above- Andromeda, Castor and Pollux, Polaris;
Sparkling jewels dotting deep indigo on high ;
To the East Orion, as in the myth,
Pursuing Pleiades maidens across the sky.
Below, the water, and beneath, an aquamarine
cathedral :
Color and form, predator and helpless, life's
survival story;
Shark and plankton, marlin and mackerel, eel
and squid,
Playing out Life in all its beauty, savagery and
glory.
What man could stand 'midst all of this
Unthinking and unfeeling?
That man could stand 'fore God Himself
And never think of kneeling.
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A Study m Brush and Pen

• • •

Certainly a man of many capabilities, William Gerhold, an athletic coach and instructor,
displays here two surprising aspects of his personality. His STUDY IN BRUSH AND PEN
shows a simple, freely conceived rending of a female subject, artistically designed, exhibiting a
quiet dignity. That the arts flow strongly and broadly in Mr. Gerhold is displayed in another
field, poetry. This poem, TRISTESSE, is an observation containing reflections and comments
on one view of society in reference to the role of the creative experience.

Tristesse

• • •

I.
It is an age
a time
of earthworms
Earthworms who slither temporal time away
in tunnels
In tunnels where they drown
In tunnels where earthwormhide-friction
is lubricated
By green mint paper
And in tunnels from which they
may emerge
copulating momentarily
Glimpsing a world of beauty
orgastically
Communicating? None but the albino
the freak
the egregious
The artist.
II.
Once
the earthworm searches for order
Once like the deathly-spasmodic fertilization of
the queen bee
Once the oligochaetous neural ganglion
Is at the crossroads of destiny
Once
he chooses
whether to create his own destiny
Or
to accept the order
the chaos of others
The first choice being
tortuous and difficult
every turn a responsibility
a challenge
A guarantee of freedom
for self
for others
The second choice being
easy
a sole obligation to obedience
a way of leaden spirits
a way of death for the man
Earthworms having chosen
accepted
mimicked a system
Require no communication
no knowing
goodmorning
good day
how are you

William H. Gerhold
fine that's fine how are you fine how are
you fine
that's good.

III.
A white magnificent albino stood majestically
Alone on the topmost leaf of the tree
He spoke in a voice that thundered
Into tunnels of silence
tunnels
earthworm alimentary canals
between ears
ears of the people
by the people
the people
The albino spoke
The earthworms having searched
spasmodically
momentarily
Easily
Do not hear
And
The earthworms burp
it's double talktalk
What is itit
it is awfulawful
a child could do itit
(And were interrupted m their digestion of
dung).
IV.
The earthworms and time
Understand
assembly lines and DDT bombs
push pull click click
Their tunnels
palaces of darkness
Where
pleasure
enjoyment
Are relative
proportionate
To green mint paper
Where the good
Is relative
To green mint paper
And
class
race
religion
and
The pursuit of happiness
These
prostituted
controlled
defined
By green mint paper
(Protestant white up teo).

Now a police-court reporter for the HERALD of Manchester, Connecticut, Robert Shaw,
a graduate of the class of 1955, appears for the third time as a major contributor to the REVIEW.

A HOUSE OF
The first few times he had passed her on
the street she was just one of those lone walking forms you glance at when they are about
twenty feet away and then once more as they
go by and then forget. Paul, unintentionally,
had made it a practice to be unobservant, and
so hadn't remembered her, not when she passed
or later on when he woke yp in the morning
with the windowshade rattling in a grey breeze
or at other times when he couldn't help but to
reflect, those times at work when fatigue made
his mind grasp for images removed from himself or when he was sitting in Smoke's room
listening to the tractor-trailers lumbering behind the house or when he sat on the front
steps, watching traffic go by.
At those times other images would stir in his
mind; he would feel them in his ears and nose
and in his fingertips first, not seeing them but
knowing they were about to be born behind his
eyes, not pictures like you'd see in a magazine
but jumbles of details reeling away fast so that
a sort of picture would result from them. They
wouldn't be connected with anything he was
doing or seeing, and after they'd tumbled away
whatever he had been doing or seeing would be
reflexive and unreal for awhile.
Out of a tumble would come a gambrelroofed house with outbuildings leaning against
it and beyond them a fiell! of corn with leaves
withered and white as skin. Paul would look
indifferently at this picture, knowing that whatever hand had inserted it would withdraw it as
soon as Smoke said something or a noise came
up from the street or the windowshade rattled.
But his body would shiver him a little because
it was always cold in that house except for July
and August and the cold that gathered in the
rooms would lose its sharpness and become
dank, like a wet coat, and acrid too because his
father never allowed him to open the windows
and woodsmoke from the kitchen stove would
always be hanging in the coldness.

But sometime Smoke wouldn't have anything
to say and the street would be silent and no
wind would rattle the shade and Paul would
grow alert and attentive to himself because the
next picture to be inserted would be that of his
father lying in the old Ford with the whole
inside splattered with blood and the blue-grey
hunks of his brain, like meaty pieces of a big
horrid flower you might find growing on a tree
in a swamp and smash with a stick.
And the shotgun still hanging in the window where his father had stuck it so he could
pull the trigger with his toe (the army shoe
still on the other foot but untied down a few
holes as though his father had started to take
both off then said what the hell) and beyond
the truck, on up the field, stumps and then juniper and second growth and at last spruce and
birch which covered all the hills that rolled and
tumbled on upward to where the sky began.
Or sometimes he would see the kitchen of the
house where his sister and brother-in-law had
lived, his brother big in a mackinaw and with
one tooth missing from football sitting at the
table looking surly and ready to strike and his
sister with bony shoulders jutting up under her
blouse backed up against the sink and snarling about money and scratches she had seen on
his back and then he striking and his sister
grabbing him and burying her face against his
shoulder and drawing in her breath as though
she were dying.
But with more surety of detail and more detachedly, the way someone might look at a photograph he had taken, Paul would see himself
in a leather chair in a big room dark with mahogany panelling and an important-looking
man telling him he was a witness for the plaintiff (who he guessed was his sister because she
had charged her husband with non-support and
when the cop had come to the house with the
warrant his brother-in-law had gone after her
and she had run at him smothering all the

FLAMINGO PINK
by Robert W. Shaw, '55
punches and grabbed him around the chest and
buried her face in his shoulder) but that wasn't
true, he wasn't a witness for anybody.
But with three weeks gone the pictures
bloomed less frequently and the details in them
were growing disconnected against the noise
and imminence of the pictures outside his eyes
of the rooming house with the transport company parking lot behind it where the tractortrailers pulsed out a red haze at night with their
safety lights and the fertilizer plant where the
lime dust was so thick you couldn't see a man
thirty feet away and the great stacks of bags
loomed like square mountains in mist. And
the dreamy progression of traffic along the
streets and the thunder of trains overhead on
the black iron underpass as he walked to and
from work and at night the clutch and cancellation of his mind shortly after he'd gone to
bed.
But that morning as Paul was on his way to
work something occurred outside him that he
wasn't able to grasp. The vague general picture concretized jarringly; his hands became
huge as though the fingertips were dragging on
the sidewalk and his eyes jerked up and down
the street in a cosmic swoop, taking in all,
streak of blue-grey Spring sky tumble of roofs
chain-link fence traffic bright and unmoving.
She just stood there and stared at him, matterof-factly, a dark-skinned girl in a long grey coat
down to her ankles, carrying a fishing pole and
a can. Then he remembered something connected with her, something not her but now she
becoming it: the way she walked she walked
gracefully, balancing the pole and can lightly
in her hands the way women carried gloves and
purse.
"Boy," she said, "if you an me gonna walk
by each other every mornin we ought to git to
know each other." Her voice was low and like
smoke.
He raised his eyes and watched her suspi-

ciously. "Why?" he asked.
She crinkled her eyes and laughed. "Why ?
you got to have a why? r m gain fishin, you
want to come along, come along."
"Fishin for what?" he said.
"For whatever I catches. Down at the river,
that is; I think you got the wrong ideas in your
head, boy; you look like a lonely jack, that's
why I ask."
"I got to get to work."
"Okay, I see you tomorrow. Maybe you
change your mind by then, huh?" Then she
walked on.
And Paul walked on, bewildered, so that the
general picture dropped back into vagueness.
Who was she and why? Would Earl know?
Tomorrow was Saturday and he didn't have to
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work. He had no money (this thought skittering out of a system of action within a frame of
values impugned by Smoke, celebrated by Earl;
Smoke: "Keep away from them whores believe me you catch some goddam loathsome
disease from the bastards you'll live to regret
it look at some of the poor bastards aroun
here they dint know no better you're a clean
young kid keep yourself that way that's right
do~'t drink, smoke or play witcherself and
you'll be okay not like us bastards aroun here"
and Smoke's lower lip would shake; and Earl :
"You wants yer fun man you got to pay for it
dat' s all dey is to it a lotta payin fer it an a lil
fun" and Earl would hang his head and laugh
and his head would bob while he laughed and
he would make that shuffling movement with
his feet and his arms would be loose at his
sides).
Paul thought of the girl from time to time
during the morning, through which he moved
in a silent muscular gladness, feeling the bags
surrendering their weight between his arms and
falling b.eaten on his hand truck and the gratifying sway of six hundred pounds in balance
as he would brake the truck over his foot and
the jar in his shoulders as he would bounce the
truck up over the ramp into the farmers' openbody trucks at the loading platform and the
tension in his body against the clutch of muscles
in his neck and behind his thighs as he would
lift and fling the bags seven high on the trucks
(up against the sky when the cabs were no
longer visible). On the platform the breeze
would chill the sweat and limedust in his hair.
It was better than it had been three weeks
ago; he hadn't been able to brake a truck then
and he would push it like a wheelbarrow with
all the weight hanging on his · arms. And the
smell of fertilizer made out of fish scales had
made him sick and he'd had trouble breathing:
The dankness of the past winter would rise out
of the concrete floor and mix with the dusts,
which blotted out everything except the dim
lights in the corridors. But Earl, the whites of
whose eyes were like blood and milk mixed,
had swaggered over to him in his ankle-length
overcoat and felt hat with a white chicken
feather in the brim (not an objectionable swagger, the walk of a man who likes to walk to
feel the muscles of his legs moving and the
push of his feet on a floor) and had shown him
all he needed to know about leverage and using
the weight of his body in exchange for a cigar-

ette and a match (Sheet, ah musta forgot mah
matches).
At lunch hour Paul sat with Earl in a diner
across the street and asked him about the girl
while Earl removed peppers from between the
slices of his grinder.
"Ah thinks ah knows de one you mean.
You mixin wid dat ?"
"Hell no she asked me to go .fishin."
Earl laughed and shook his head. "Don
you worry, if dat one say she going fishin she
goin fishin. I knows her. But she make fishin jus as good as what you tink she ask you to
come for.
·'You go ahaid, go fishin wid dat. By de
way, she ain't one o you and she ain't one o
me."

"Huh?"
"Yeah. She in a tough spot; she a mulatto.
Her name Dolores ah think. You go ahaid
go fishin, man. Fishin never hurt nobody."
"How old is she, Earl?"
"Ah dunno. Dat don' mean nothin."
"She got a nice walk."
"So does dey all, man, but she a good girl.
But it ain none of my biznuss tellin you all
dis, you go fin' out fo' yourself."
II.

That night Paul lay in bed and let his
thoughts swim into speculation about himself.
The thoughts were uncomplicated and after
they had swum around where he could look at
them for awhile he was ready for sleep.
In a few months he'd be old enough to join
the army and that meant three meals a day and
a place to sleep and clothes all prepared for
him and just the jobs he'd be told to do. Until
then he had all that one could desire: a job at
which he was becoming more proficient day by
day and a place to live. And he had people he
could talk to if he wanted to: Earl and Smoke.
They weren't friends because both of them had
told him in different ways that one never really
has a friend. Smoke: Naw, anyway ya look
at it a guy's ready to cutcher throat look I
know this guy he said I was his best friend
an he'd do anytin for me and once I was broke
and sick and what did he say the bastid he said
he couldn't spare any then an here I was broke
an sick" and Earl: "Man havin a frien is like
lovin a woman y'know what ah mean you got
to give up sump'm an a lotta men they cain't do
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that ah knows ah cain't you know what all dis
UN sheet is it just date all dese heah countries
dey don' wanna give up sump'm dey already
got. " )
They were somebody to talk to though, Earl
had helped him in the job and Smoke had
interested himself in Paul when he had come
to the house and remained a mentor since then.
Each night for two weeks Smoke would sit in
his room, his face liver-colored in the light
from the window. Then he would be gone until a cop found him unconscious on a sidewalk
or cursing and flailing his fists in the transport
company parking lot and he would bring him
with a certain sympathy ("Jesus, Smoke, can't
you straighten out") to the station and the
next day Smoke would pay a judge who also
knew him and who was sometimes indignant
sometimes facetious sometimes concerned $20
and so would appear again at the house, shaking and afraid of faces traffic evening and the
big shapes that lumbered and flashed red beyond his walls at night.
Paul knew only Smoke at the house; each
night four or five of the other roomers would
be standing trancelike by the front steps, dreaming the traffic by. Twice since he'd come to the
house Paul had shared in the bottle they passed
around and then had given it up, not with
revulsion or for moral reasons but because the
diffusion of outlines he gained from it that
made the traffic seem to swim and the traffic
light change to a scarlet flower that kept blooming and dying was not ameliorative of the
world he was in and found acceptable, but
merely an alteration of its laws for time and
space and movement.
.
And except for the girl, a cloudy spot awatting definition, the general picture looked good
to Paul that night and he shut his eyes against
it, turning it all to blackness, and slept.

III.
She greeted him with the same frankness in
the morning as he greeted her dourly, not pretending he was surprised to see her again or
feigning nonchalance but starkly walking up to
her and staring at the bridge of her nose and
waiting for her to speak. He stood formally
straight and his fingertips brushed the pavement.
"Ready to go fishin ?" she said.
"Yeah."
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"You got no pole."
"That's okay, I'll watch you."
She turned her head quizzically sideways
and smiled. "Could be fun but you got to get
your own fun too. You cut yourself a pole
when we get down there."
"I got no knife."
"Ah, but I got one. You don' think a little
girl walks aroun this town without a knife, do
you?" She withdrew a cheap switchblade from
a coat pocket and handed it to him, saying
softly, "You see I trust you." She inclined her
head again, then started walking, gracefully,
and he followed abreast and a little behind,
fixing his solemnity on the traffic going by.
They reached the black iron underpass and
clambered up the stairway of black ties and
walked the tracks past the back yards of little
shops with rusty incinerators and new grass and
dandelions in them and eventually came to an
open field with the Spring sky blue overhead
and new green mixed in the dead brown of
brush along the sides of the embankment. The
girl walked a rail with a tenuous grace, lau~h
ing now and then as she lost her balance wtth
a smoky-silver laugh that Paul somehow felt
was a slight to him. He scuffed beside her on
the ties.
They pushed through a grove of oaks and
grapevine and sat down on an overhang over
the water, orange below and with cloudy
bubble-clusters moving on the circling regress
and advance of its current.
The girl spread her coat on the grass and sat
back, circling her knees with her arms and
stretching her long brown neck back. She
wore a black fringed skirt, boy's sneakers, and
a man's white T-shirt under which her breasts
were small and sharp. "Nice down here, huh?"
she said, and closed her eyes. "What'd they
call you. You got to have somethin I can call
you by."
"We'll start with your name," Paul said.
"It's Dolores, ain't it?"
"Uh huh. How' d you know?"
"I got ways."
She laughed softly. "Many talks I guess.
That's okay. Now you know me, maybe I get
to know you."
"Yeah," Paul said hoarsely and reach~d out
and put his hand on her arm a~d fixed hts e~es
on her hair and felt his leg twtsted under htm
and a pain in the arm that was supporting him
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off the ground and her warm skin that remained motionless under his fingertips and beyond he heard a single two-noted bird song that
withdrew into itself all the indifference to his
action of the river and sky.
Dolores opened her eyes. "Boy, first you
tell me your name. Then you go cut yourself
a pole."
"Paul," he said sullenly. He dropped his
eyes and his hand crept back and the pains in
his arm and leg went away.
"Paul, huh? Paulie, I tell you something.
If you want to stick aroun, stick aroun, but
don't go expecting nothin'."
"I didn't say I expected anythin."
"Okay, go cut yourself a pole."
"Why? I ain't got any line. Do you?"
Dolores shook her head and laughed. "No
I don't. All I got is just enough for me.
Da-amit, I forget everythin, I think." She
patted Paul's arm. "You watch then. Look
like you was right in the first place."
She extracted a worm from the can and
baited it expertly over the hook, holding her
face close. "Cmon, Mister Worm. Y'know
they say worms don't feel but I don't believe
it."
"You ain't been fishin long, have ya ?" Paul
said.
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"Uh uh. I just thought I give it a try week
or so ago."
Paul lay back and next to him Dolores sat
cross-legged with her hands in her lap and the
pole resting loosely in them and the way she
sat her back was curved and she held her head
tilted back and let the slow circling of the water
lull her eyes half-closed.
"You catch any thin down here?" Paul said.
"Mm-hmm. Suckers and pumpkin seeds,
sometimes."
"It don't look too good."
"I guess there's better."
"Yeah." Paul took out the knife and began
to carve into the soil. "How can yop afford to
come down here every day? I mean dontcha
work?"
"Sure, I work now an then. Sewin tobacco.
Don wanna work all the time though, I own
my own house."
"Yeah?"
"Mm-hmm."
"Where?"
"Behind where you work. Man give it to
me. He own a lot of 'em."
"He gave it to you ? Who is he?"
"What difference that make?"
·How old are you?"
Dolores laughed. "Paulie, you're like a little
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boy askin all the questions at once so you kin
grow up. Look at me an guess."
Paul looked into eyes color-banded brown
and black and purplish black. "I dunno."
'Tm twenty-two. I think I am, I mean;
there was some confusion at the beginnin."
"Where you from?"
"Paulie, you're asking too many questions.
That don't pay." She reached out poked him
gently on the shoulder. "You is here, that's
all I need to know, I ain't askin you where you
from." She smiled and the skin crinkled around
her eyes. "And I'm here, what more you need
to know than that?"
Paul glowered. 'Td like to know what you
got on your mind."
The eyes blackened. "Not a god damn
thing. You want to go, go."
"I didn't mean that." Paul vengefully knifed
squares out of the dirt.
Dolores folded her arms over her knees and
laid her head on them and after awhile Paul
saw that she was asleep. He had never been
able to sleep out-of-doors, but he stretched out
on his stomach with his chin in his arms and
the yellow-handled knife stuck into the earth a
few inches from his nose and allowed his eyes
to grow heavy. Violets sprinkled the grass a
few feet away from his eyes and then the oaks
rose upward and as his eyes grew heavy their
black boles swam together into a purplish
blackness beyond which a bird sang a twonoted song repeatedly.
Later on Dolores awoke and Paul got up and
the two walked back up the tracks, which were
darkly silver below the sky, already greying
with the sun smoky-red in the west. Dolores
didn't walk a rail this time, but moved slowly
along on the outer ties. Her vivacity had vanished, she seemed absent, and Paul in turn
became sullen.
They came down off the underpass and
waited a moment in its shadow on the sidewalk. "Want to go fishin tomorrow, Paulie ?"
Dolores asked vaguely. It was dark, he
couldn't see her, but the neon shapes that flared
along the street revealed the texture of her
coat in spots.
"Why? You didn't catch nothin today."
In the darkness Dolores reached up and
raised the collar of her coat. Both waited and
then Paul said, "Yeah, I'll go fishin tomorrow.
Want me to buy some line?"
"No, I guess you can't catch nothin there
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anyway. I never caught nothin there."
"Huh? ... You still want to go?"
There was a pause. Then, "Yeah, I want to
go."
"Okay, I'll see you then"-and half-turned
Paul searched for her face in the darkness and
said "I won't have any ideas tomorrow" and
grinned and blinked for her image.
He heard her laughter, soft and smoky and
sad. "That's okay, Paulie. I see you."
Paul peered until she came out on the lighted
sidewalk, walking away with her head bent
down and the pole stuck under her arm and
dragging along behind.
IV.
Paul went to Smoke's room that night, but
Smoke was out and the door had been left
ajar and the pants and shirt he had removed
after returning from work that day were heaped
on the floor. He sat down on Smoke's bed.
The grey silence of vacancy hung against the
walls and in the corners and along the ceiling
and among the clothes in the half-opened
closet and filmed across the window, beyond
which the night burned blue-black. Paul
wouldn't have mentioned Dolores to Smoke,
he thought now.
He went to his own room and tried to sleep.
Later he got up and went downstairs and
walked to the nearest movie theatre. The
ticket box was closed, he was too late. He
studied the pictures in the outer lobby of Marines about to storm a hill and one of a beautiful woman in a dressing gown with her head
bent forward and eyes closed and labial arches
carven in fear, and looming behind her, a demoniac man's face.
Paul walked back to the house and joined the
group around the front steps. Their bodies
were crooked against the patterned flare and
blackness of the street: hips thrust out, spines
curved, shoulders hunched, hands tightly
pocketed. There were a few hostile hellos,
then silence until Paul handed someone some
money. Then old voices began to cackle eagerly abouts jobs, the events of that day, the past
war. The bottle came and Paul joined in its
polite tense distribution. He sat down and
listened to the stories which blurred in his ears
as lights blinked and traffic rolled in front of
his eyes. He chipped in for the second bottle
and later paid for half of the third.
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The stories became one level of sound in
many commingling levels with clusters of intelligible words swimming to him now and
then. The traffic light kept blooming and dying and down the street the theatre discharged
its crowd; the men in it would pause after coming out on the sidewalk and lift their elbows
and incline their heads and matches would flare
orange and clots of cigarette smoke would waft
away, and the faces of the women of the men
would look brightly up at the inclined faces,
and then the men would walk on upstreet with
their women hanging onto their arms and clackclacking their heels on the pavement.
Paul stood up and climbed the stairs and
went to bed.
V.
In the morning Paul did not meet Dolores on
the street. He went directly to the river, down
the tracks which were silvery again in the early
light. He reached the bank and walked upriver through brambled thickets by little coves
and over rock heaps and fallen oaks and
through swampy low spots and eventually
reached an inlet which wound off into the
woods, beyond which, on a high bank, perched
a few houses. On the other side of the river,
about two hundred feet across the orange water,
there was nothing but woods; back where
he'd started from there were tracks on the
other side and strings of freights and a towering black coalhouse.
He crouched low and began to creep up the
inlet. Almost under the houses on the high
bank he found a rowboat, pulled tightly in under the low-hanging branches of a maple.
There were no oars or oarlocks.
He crept inland toward the high bank between swamp maples and through skunk cabbage and over viscid ground traced with little
streams covered with oil-blue slicks.
At the base of the bank and running triangularly down its height from the houses was an
overflow of rusty tin cans, old lumber, crates,
and twisted iron shapes. Paul crept to the
pile and selected two planks. He ran back
through the swamp to the boat, jumped into
the stern and began to paddle downstream.
Dolores was lying on her coat on the bank,
not fishing but seemingly asleep, when he came
into sight of her. He hollered and smacked
the water with his paddle and she stirred, rose
on one elbow and watched him until he came
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to bank, moored the boat, and walked to her
side, sweating and grinning.
"You steal that boat?" she said, without
expression.
"Sure. Now you kin catch some fish."
" Like hell I do. You bring that boat back.
If I want a boat I buy one."
"Well for Jesus sake I-"
"Never min', Paulie, I appreciate what you
done but stealin's no good. You bring that
boat back. Some bastard catch you with it and
he have something on you good. "
"I thought I was doin you a goddam favor."
"I know, but we don't need no bastard's
boat to get along. You put it back where you
foun it, an don't leave it go in the water somewhere."
Paul turned abruptly, bruising the air, and
stamped to the boat and paddled awkwardly
off. Later on he stalked back along the bank,
sweating and soaked up to the knees and with
his face smarting from brush stings. He sat
sullenly by her side.
She held his arm softly. "I appreciate that,
Paulie. Les go back to my house, I don' feel
like fishin."
They walked back along the tracks and
clambered down off the underpass and walked
up the street past the fertilizer plant and turned
down a sidestreet which debouched into a wide
flat field containing a tracery of dirt roads with
small box-shaped one-story houses rowed on
them, some unpainted, some painted with a
violence of color, all with window-boxes on
their fronts containing tulips, geraniums, pansies, jonquils, and in the back yards awry grape
arbors netted with brown stem.
Dolores was sad and absent again, it seemed
to Paul. He forgot his sulk, in which everything seemed heavy and still.
They entered one of the houses. In one corner of the front room, leaning with the lean of
the floor, rested a white dresser covered with
flower decals. On the wall was a large glossy
illustration of a bouquet.
"You like it?" Dolores said, brightly. She
was perking up, Paul saw. She escorted him
with flourishing gestures to a chair.
She stood in the center of the floor, on tiptoe,
and looked around. "This is my house," she
said, offering the statement to herself and to
him. Then she turned to him and tipped her
head to one side and said "You want a tour?"
"Sure," he laughed.
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"Okay." She raised her eyes in hauteur and
pursed her lips and threw her shoulders back
and began to walk mincingly around the room
with arms stretched down at her sides and fingers stretched outward.
"Heah, ladies an gentlemen, we have the
livin room, spacious an exquisite, an I want you
awl to notice the exquisite colah pattuns and
the clevah spacin of the furnituah. Notice the
hahmonies, awl. An on the wall we have a
valuable paintin by the Ladies Home Journal."
She pirouetted into the kitchen, Paul following and laughing. There was an ice box in a
corner and a black oilstove and a few cereal
boxes on shelves.
"Notice the sparklin white of all these Iabarsavin devices, awl. This heah's a modern kitchen that does all youah duties automatically
and pleasantly." Her voice grew more strident. She bowed and swept her arm toward
each piece of furniture.
"An heah we have a genuwin Louie the First
chair, ladies and gentlemen, Louie himself used
to sit in this one foah his mornin toast and if
you'll remembah ladies an gentlemen he was
the sun-king an he used to have th' old sun
served to him on this heah table just like an
old grapefruit an King Henry used to bang his
beef bones on this heah table while his wifes
usedta parade aroun dancin for him an King
Arthur he own this table first an cut it square
and this heah floor its in-laid wood jus' like in
the palace you go right ahead and bang on it
to find out"-and she pounded her heel on the
floor and threw her head back, laughing, and
then she stepped into Paul's arms and he felt his
teeth in her hair and the room swept from his
sight and he saw only the insides of his lids and
then she stepped back with her hands on his
shoulders. Her eyes were purple and black
and she spoke rushingly. "Paulie, I'm goin to
paint this house flamingo pink I seen it in a
store an I want you to help me you-you little
boat-stealer"-then both of them broke into
laughter and her lips were on his for a moment
and then her face was snuggling into his shoulder, and she looked up and her laughter
dropped to a smoky ripple at an urgency in his
eyes.
"Baby you still got ideas, huh?" She rubbed
her nose against his chest. Her voice come up,
dark. "We get them taken care of."
She took his hand and led him through a
door into a bedroom where spots of sunlight
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gleamed in a drawn shade and each step he
took was over mountains with the last reach of
the world hovering ahead and all space threatening to be done with. He sat on the edge of
the bed and she pulled off the T-shirt and her
breasts were round and sharp. She lay beside
him and he undressed and behind him he saw
themselves out of hostile eyes and a loose
mouth that writhed at them until she began to
whisper into his ear and then the eyes and
mouth went away.
Afterward he lay his head in the hollow of
her shoulder as outside him the last reach of
the world became unseen and space stretched
forever.
Dolores' lips touched the skin behind his
ear. "This out of the way now, Paulie, now
we get to know one another."
VI.
Earl lifted a wet pepper from his grinder and
dropped it onto a napkin.
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"Man," he said, "if you was a man you
woun be askin dese heah questions an if ah was
a man ah woun have nothin to do wid you fo
askin 'em. She ain no whore, if she a whore
she take money, right? .No, she nevah been a
whore.
"Yeah, ah knows her. Ah know her good
one time too, you like dat? So did lot of othah
men, boy, and so will lot more after you gone.
Her life dido staht when you come along.
"How de hell do ah know who give er de
house ? Some real estate man he own lot of
dem houses, maybe he give it to er.
"Boolsheet, he din git no trade fo it. Ah
knows dat gal bettern you, man.
"Ah knows, ah knows, ah kin tell by de way
you talkin. Ah tell you she a good girl, man,
she see things in a nice way. Don' let no gal
know you feel dat way, man.
"Why did ah take off? Ah ain't the stayinaroun kind and she way up theah you got to
go up an meet her so she don' fall."
"How de hell do ah know what ah mean. "
"Kee-ris, Pawl, ah ain heard you talk so
much since ah kin remember. "
VII.
Paul offered to steal the paint, meaning it
but grinning and pretending it was a joke when
she refused. She went to work in a tobacco
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warehouse for a few days to earn the money,
and he kept explaining in humorous fashion it
wouldn't be hard to steal it, there was a paint
wholesaler's down the tracks from the fertilizer
plant and frequently they left their stock out on
the loading platform at night. But she wouldn't have it.
He saw her each night after they had finished
work and they would sit in the kitchen over
stew, bread and coffee and Dolores would look
speculatively at the walls, as if they were already flamingo pink. Afterward they would
sit under the grape arbor until the sun set, also
pink, and talk cursorily with dusk gathering
about them and a car passing now and then in
the street, its engine sound vague and far removed.
The first night Dolores was tired after working all day and so Paul went home as soon as
the streetlights went on. The n~xt they talked
for a long time, she asking him about his past
and what he expected to do, laying her hand
silently on his knee when he told her about his
father and smiling from time to time as he described the surety of the future. Then she
became gay and picked a bud from the brown
vines and fixed it in her hair and cocked her
head and thrust out her hips and placed her
hands on them and began to posture, telling
him about her Spanish father (You jus' call me
Dolores Cortez Magellan Pizarro DeGama
DeSoto Christopher Columbus) and about the
woman named Mother Jethroe who had taken
care of her and how as a little girl she used to
sit on the sidewalk by a record shop that used
to pipe all its music into the street, all day long,
and how all the buildings colors signs cars and
people would be gay and lively when happy
music played and slow and solemn when something sad played. And at night when the music stopped everything would be neither gay nor
solemn but just there, and she would go home.
And the night after that they went to a night
club and had a lamb dinner and listened to a
colored band gesture and beat out a wildly
graceful music that Paul dutifully beat his feet
to and that Dolores swayed and gestured to
with eyes half-shut and shoulders loose and
fingertips beating on Paul's.
They tried to dance but Paul didn't know
how and her swaying insistence and the proficiency of the other couples frightened him out
of learning, and they sat down again, he glum
and embarrassed but coming out of it when she
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showed no disappointment but just took his
hand in both of hers and squeezed it.
At first she refused to let him spend his
money for drinks but he insisted and ordered
surreptitiously and when the drinks came she
chided him but afterward drank steadily.
After closing time they stepped into the street
where, except for the burring start of a few
cars and the lonely catcalling of a drunk down
the street and the lush whispering of the other
couples that had come out with them, all was
. silent and he shook his head and gratefully
breathed in air and then looked down at her
and squeezed her arm, but she was unresponsive and after speaking a few times he gave up,
bewildered, and also fell silent.
At her door she held his hands and whispered "You don' want to come in tonight,
Paulie, I see you tomorrow." "Sure," he whispered. Her eyes were brown black purple open
wide and peering over his head. She turned
and walked to the door with shoulders bent in
an abjection he couldn't understand.

VIII.
The room was dark and close. Regularly a
red glow would frost the window and fan
-across the ceiling. Smoke lay on the bed. His
arms were rigid at his sides and the fingers were
shaking and his shoulder kept twitching and
pushing up against his neck.
"Yer crazy! None of 'em'r any good! What
the hell you want from me! None of 'em!
Get away! JEEEE-ZUZ, GET AWAY!"
IX.
When Dolores answered the door the next
night she apparently had already begun to
paint. Behind her, on the floor, Paul could see
three or four cans on spread newspaper, and
she was wearing a cloth wrapped like a turban
around her hair that made her look like an
Indian princess he had once seen in a magazine. He knew she would like that and told
her so, and she broke into laughter and then
a swaying dance with arms held high. Then
she took his hand and led him to the bedroom,
where half a wall was wet with the new paint.
He looked closely at it. Already the brown
of the wood beneath was darkening through
and there were cracks and gouges she hadn't
reached and the paint had a visceral paleness
under the strong light of the ceiling bulb.
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She came up behind him and locked her
hands around his stomach. "You like it?" she
said.
He rested his head back on her shoulder. "If
you like it I like it because I love you." He
held himself tense and ready to laugh if she
should laugh.
"Paulie, Paulie," she whispered.
She
pushed her nose into his neck and tightened her
hands. "Think about that some other time,
baby."
Then her hands tightened again, playfully
this time, and Paul could feel her expression
easing behind his shoulder and her voice came
playfully: "Right now you're my Indian slave
an I order you to help me paint my palace."
She danced away to the front room and came
back with a brush. Paul took it silently. She
became businesslike. "Now I'll go on working
on this wall and you start in on that one an
don't worry bout spillin any paint on the floor,
I expect to paint it anyway. That's right, ceilins too, the whole works." She tapped her
lip with the handle of the brush. "Mebbe I
shoulda started with the ceilins, I guess. But
it won't make no difference; do them next.
Now you go ahead an start on that wall. And
do a good job."
They painted in silence. In a few hours the
walls were finished and they wiped their
hands on a rag and Paul put the brushes into a
can of turpentine and closed the paint cans.
They went into the kitchen and Dolores began to make coffee. Paul sat silently at the
table.
Dolores put the cups down and sat down.
"What's on your mind, Paulie?" she said huskily.
"Nothing except that I love you," he blurted,
this time not caring whether she laughed or
not, in his mind hoping she'd laugh.
"How do you know," she said darkly, "You
don't know nothin'; any more than I do. Finish your coffee."
They drank in silence, each clatter of a cup
and each swallow a detonation in the silence
of the room and all Paul could think about
was the silence of Smoke's room the night he
had gone in and sat down on the bed when
Smoke was gone.
They finished and Dolores brought the cups
to the sink. She walked to him and picked up
one of his hands. "C'mon," she said gruffiy,
and led him to the bedroom. They stepped in-
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side, into the smell of the paint, and Dolores
flicked out the light switch. Then he felt her
nails in his shoulders and her voice, close.
"Now tell me you love me."
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Dolores painted alone during the daytime
when Paul worked. She worked meticulously,
eyes close to the brushwork and tongue fixed
between her teeth. The turban around her
head grew spattered at first, as though be-.
jewelled, Paul told her, and then the jewels
ran into clusters and at last flat liquescent
masses, and one night after they had finished
working and were having coffee she sat laughing while Paul stood over her flourishing a
brush in his hand like a comic barber and
dabbed out the few remaining white spots.
That began an elaborate game. Dolores
had Paul buy white pajamas and she painted a
flamingo pink heart on the breast of the jacket
and fashioned a turban for him, painted it, and
ordered him to wear the costume while they
painted. He protested, but her insistence grew
from playful half-suggestion to coaxing to demand and so he wore it and shared her laughter
over it (her laughter like a pane of glass about
to break) but feeling now foolish and apprenhensive as though he'd crossed some boundary,
naked, and each night he would pull down the
shades of the windows that had them and tack
newspapers over the others, while she scoffed.
And he began to watch her secretly as each
night, before work began, she cavorted through
the three finished rooms (walls, ceilings, floors
all pink) like an object flitting inside square
intestines. And as the afternoons grew longer
and he began to arrive at the house while the
light was still strong, he could see the darkening taking place as the paint dried and the grain
of the wood appearing and the whole job taking on the appearance of whitewash.
"What we should of done," he said one
night, "is just paint one room all over like this."
She snapped her head around and glared at him
with a fury that stopped his arm halfway
through a stroke. "Well, we should of," he
said quietly.
"You don't like the way I'm doin this, get
out," she whispered.
"Wha-what ?" he cried.
"You heard me."
"I didn't mean that Jesus! I mean we should
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of painted just one room all over like this,
just for ourselves y'know"-and he grinned, but
stopped grinning when her face didn't change.
"We're doing it this way."
"Sure, sure, okay." He dropped his eyes,
finished the stroke, began and finished another,
then another, faster, and went on, working fast,
until he saw from the corner of his eye that she
had begun painting again. He worked on, outraged, and resolved to himself that if she
should tell him to go again he would take her
at her word.
She apparently forgot the incident. They
joked and postured over coffee and she borrowed money from him and promised a surprise for the next night. When he arrived
then, she led him to the hall facing the bedroom and made him turn around and promise
not to look until she was ready. When he did,
he saw her face smiling flashingly among the
strands of a beaded curtain hanging over the
bedroom doorway.

XI.
As his own apprehension increased he could
see that she was becoming distrait and more
and more obsessive above the rites she had set
up: the costumes and the painstakingness of
their work ("Get every last little crack now")
and she began to show annoyance if he came to
the house a few minutes late afternoons, and at
night she would hold him with a desperation
that indicated to him that she was afraid of
losing him. He would stroke her forehead
with endless gentleness then and would think
how small and fragile her face was and how
her forehead was like the pale smooth curve of
a bowl and how her skull must curve, fragile
and pale, beneath the smooth skin; and afterward, just before sleep, he would reflect on his
thoughts with secret luxurious shame. And
when she slept he would look down at her and
draw his finger tenderly across her cheek, and
know that he had over her at those times the
power of life or death, and had chosen life.
He would get up at dawn each morning, dress
silently, and tiptoe through the pink squares to
the front door, opening it to step into a paler,
more vibrant pink dropped by the sun along the
street and across the sides and roofs of the
houses and against the eastern sides of far
buildings. He would count the colors: orange,
blue, yellow and green on the sides of the far
buildings too, and the sky would be white with
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blue slowly appearing in it. By the time he
reached the plant the sun would be up and the
pink would have matured into gold that
beamed through the lime dust and aureoled
holes far up in the plant roof and burned
dagger blades and crescents and triangles and
spider-shapes into the hoods of the trucks
parked at the loading platform.
And in the afternoon he would walk back
through a long yellow slant that threw blue
shadows beyond objects and that had in it the
hushed quality of evening. And before entering the house he would find himself hesitant,
like a person about to treat himself for an unsavory disease.
XII.
They had painted their way from darkness
into brightness, out of the bedroom into and
out of the other bedroom into and out of the
front room and were ready to begin on the kitchen, the eastern room and the brightest in the
house.
Paul arrived expecting to find Dolores working on the kitchen ceiling. He walked in the
front door and found her squatting on the floor
of the front room, wearing the turban, the
black-fringed skirt, several. strands of heavy
wooden beads around her neck, and stripped to
the waist.
"Hi, slave," she said. "I been waitin for
you, I seen you comin up the street." She lifted
the beads. ''You like these? I got 'em today."
"You're not gonna paint that way are ya ?"
Paul said. His eyes wavered away from her
body.
"Sure, why not?"
"It's up to you I guess."
"Damn right it is. Go put your suit on.
We got to move the kitchen stove."
She got up and turned and started into the
kitchen. Paul saw that she was barefoot and
that the soles of her feet were blackish-red
from the painted floors. He parted the beaded
curtain, entered the bedroom and pulled on the
spattered pajamas and began to wind on the
turban. It wouldn't wind correctly and he tore
it off his head and hurled it at the wall. It
slithered to the floor, loose and gathering upon
itself like something with all its bones broken.
He picked it up and began to wind it again.
Behind the stove and the ice-box were black
greasy silhouettes of their shapes, furred with
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lint. Paul suggested washing the spots, Dolores splashed pink X's across them and proceeded to paint them first.
Paul shrugged and stood back and watched.
The muscles in her shoulder and back tightened
and loosened with each stroke, and at first he
watched the flesh quivering under her arm,
feeling ashamed and tense as though he were
w(!.tching from behind a shade, and then his
feeling became one of proprietariness (she was
his and so was time) and one of amusement.
He glanced around the kitchen; it was a small
room and since the wood wasn't going to take
the paint anyway, a few hours would serve for
the job as well as a longer time, and so he began, with vicious speed, on the black spot behind the stove.
In an hour they were working in opposite
corners, the walls almost completed. The
sleeves of Paul's pajamas were stained and
clung to his wrists, and such was the speed at
which he was working that now and then a
trickle of paint would roll off the brush, across
his palm, and down under the sleeve to his
elbow. He knelt, working downward, and his
knees became soaked from paint that had
trickled down the wall and coiled out past the
baseboard. He glanced back at the spot behind
the stove: it was shiny black, the paint over
it had acted merely as a slick.
A simple thought occurred to him; he turned
to Dolores: "Look, there's no god dam sense in
this." While he said the words he realized
that she wasn't painting, she was sitting with
elbows on her knees and the brush dangling
from her hand, staring at the wall.
"Never min' that," she said blankly. "Jus'
go on pain tin."
"Why?" he said. "It looks bad enough
now; just wait'll you cook something on that
stove."
She continued to stare at the wall. "Forget
it. Go on pain tin."
"The hell I will. Jus look at it, it's bad
enough now, maybe we can sand it when it
dries."
"What you trying to do, be a man all of a
sudden, telling us what we can do."
"Huh?"
"You heard what I said. G'wan, get out."
His ears began to burn and he felt only their
burning as the room shifted and the door jerked
toward him, and then there was the knob and
his hand reaching for it and already he saw a

street dull in silence and dark windows and
curtained windows lit and he felt himself in a
darkness in which his eyes burned but in which
he could see nothing even himself and could
see himself only by feeling himself and he wondered if it would be cool or not-he hadn't
brought a coat-usually brought a coat to wear
mornings-cool then-and the hand began the
slow twist of the knob as her voice came urgently, "Wait do you think we can sand it?"
He turned. She sat with one hand lifted and
her mouth was loose and eyes wide. She stared
at him, but vaguely, as though the last image
in her eyes was that of his back, and as he
walked to her he saw himself swimming back
into her mind, and as he said "Sure we can
sand it" her lower lip gave way, folded downward, trembled, and her eyes reddened, and he
saw himself swimming away again.
She gave one hoarse sob with eyes shut tight,
then jumped to her feet and with one wildly
graceful motion flung the brush at the far wall.
Pink tendrils licked out.
"Goh-God dam it!" she cried. She mauled
a tear off a lower lid. Paul reached out and
falteringly pulled her against his chest. "It's
okay," he said softly, "we can sand it."
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"It ain't okay," she snarled. Then he felt
her shaking and he flattened his hands out on
her back and pulled her closer and leaned down
and whispered into her hair: "Sure it is. The
whole thing's a mess ain't it?" She tightened,
then relaxed, and he felt her head nodding
"yes," bitterly, against his chest.
"Sure . . . we both know it is. But don't
feel bad, we don't have to sand it. In a week
or so it won't look like it's been painted at all,
the walls I mean. We can paint all the ceilins
over with blue, you like that? Atta girl, sure.
And we can sand the floors, maybe varnish 'em,
huh? And stain 'em walnut or something?
Sure. And we can plaster the ceilins, if you
want to, that'd be better. And paint the walls
blue? Sure. And what we'll do is leave the
bedroom all pink, jus for you an me, huh? Sure.
And we'll leave that drape on the door and nobody'll ever know except you an me that it's
all pink in there, huh? Sure."
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In his second contribution to the REVIEW, Mr. Kury displays a totally different aspect of
his writing ability. To those who remember his formal essay in the last issue, he presents this
simple and imagistic lyric poem.

Blue-eyed Susan
Portrait of a Sort of Man

By Franklin Kury, '58

By Chester Ringheiser, '56

Wandering in the meadows,
I looked into the sky;
Heaven in its brightness seemed
Near the blue of Susan's eye.
Searching through the byways,
I found no bloom so fair
That the yellow of its tassle
Was the gold of Susan's hair.
Pausing by the garden,
Where the hummingbird sips,
The sun near blazed his throat
With the red of Susan's lips.
Winding on my journey,
I wondered all the whileWhat in all of nature could
Match the charm of Susan's smile?
Stopping short in wonder,
My heart in rapture filled,
As Susan in all her beauty
My eyes with splendor thrilled.

A rhapsody of clowns on silly nights.
And say that you have seen them,
Meaningless, lifting the glass,
Speaking together in a furnished house.
And seeing them you have said, Clowns!
And moved your mind in twists, and accounted
For them holding up a book.
But then,
The light falling, breaking, and the sound
Of Poems, and the imagination, clipped short
With facts you do not understand,
Makes a confusion in a nimble stare.
And sitting back you hum a tune,
Which Mozart wrote
But we never knew was there.

Although a first-time contributor to the REVIEW, Dick Solmssen has been a polished
writer for some time. His perceptive poetry characterizes human nature and reflects an accomplished rectitude.

Catullus No. 63
By Richard Solmssen
The tender wet-green slender vine
Trails aimless, hopeless on the barren ground.
Its meted task to bloom, to climb
Is spurned. An honest love unfound.
The bursting rose, its beaded bud
Held ill confined by its turgid stalk,
Sways lusty, smiling at the wood,
Her yearning rut assuaged, untaught.
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